numb idiot's delight which produces legends such as that
of the birth of an island out of a foundering ship. The
ship, the passage, the revolving walls, the gentle undu-
lating tremor under the belly of the boat, the dazzling
light, the green snake-like curve of the shore^ the beards
hanging down over your scalp from the inhabitants sus-
pended above you, all these and the palpitant breath of
friendship, sympathy, guidance, envelop and entrance
you until you are blown out like a star fulfilled and your ,
heart with its molten smithereens scattered far and wide.
It is noW, as I write this, just about the same time of day
some few months later. The dock and the calendar say
so, at any rate. In point of truth it is aeons since I passed
through that narrow strait. It will never happen again.
Ordinarily I would be sad at the thought, but I am not
now. There is every reason to be sad at this moment: all
the premonitions which I have had for ten years are
coming true. This is one of the lowest moments in the
history of the human race. There is no sign of hope on the
horizon. The whole world is involved'in slaughter and
bloodshed. I repeat—I am not sad. Let the world have-its
bath of blood—I will ding to Poros. Millions of years
may pass and I may come back again and again on one
planet or another, as human, as devil,.as archangel (I care
not how, which, what or when), but my feet will never,
leave that boat, my eyes will never dose on that scene,
my friends will never disappear. That was a moment
which,endures, .which survives world wars, which out-
lasts the life of the planet Earth itself. If I should ever
attain the fulfillment which the Buddhists speak of, if I
should ever have the choice of attaining Nirvana or re-
maining behind to watch over and guide those to Come, I
say now let me remain .behind, let me hover as a gentle
spirit above the roofs of Poros and look down upon the
voyager with a smile of peace and good cheer, I can see

